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Welcome
Dear Friends,
I wish I could say trafficking is no longer a problem in Bangladesh; that vulnerable
women and girls are no longer coerced, manipulated, sold, and exploited.
Unfortunately, I cannot. But I can say that over 170 women come to work or
training at Basha every day, slowly letting go of the pain of their past and, through
beautiful handwork, building a new future for themselves and for their children.
I am so excited to share our new catalogue with you. Of course, we have our ever
popular kantha range and chunky knit range. We have added kantha of cotton
sari cloth that has been dyed in natural indigo. Our new jewellery designs include
a unique lasso style range with diamond shaped post earrings. We have new
earrings made from sari cloth and brass which you are sure to fall in love with.
I love seeing the faces of our artisans smile with shy pride as they see photos or
receive messages from those who purchase their products. Those of you who
sell our products or who purchase our products are why we exist. You are why
we are hiring new artisans as fast as we can. You are why we are able to open
new production centres every year or two. You make it possible for us to be
able to look at vulnerable populations, areas, make plans to open new training
programmes and expand current programmes. Thank you for everything you
do to make Basha possible.
We provide our artisans with secure employment but also support our staff with
so much more.
• Basha artisans receive training, education and personal development courses.
• We help make sure our artisans and their children are healthy by providing
medical care and nutrition.
• Artisans have time to relax and celebrate with paid leave and annual holiday
bonuses.
• Artisan’s children are in daycare all day, near their mother, receiving quality care,
a stimulating environment and receive support for their education.
So every time you buy a Basha product, this is what you buy. Not just a beautiful
heirloom, but also the satisfaction that your purchase changes lives.
Thank you for your partnership!

Robin Seyfert
Founder & Managing Director, Basha
1. Indigo-dyed cotton kantha range, p10
2. Geometric collection, p50
3. Sari leaf earrings, p80
Photography: Makala Milliken, Allison Joyce
Graphic Design: paradigm-london.co.uk
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Home Textiles

Kantha
For hundreds of years, women in the Bengal region
have stitched their colourful, worn sari’s into blankets –
to welcome newborn babies, to keep warm on a chilly
night, to cover their beds, and to decorate their homes.
At Basha, we modify this beautiful tradition by adding
layers for additional warmth, mixing and matching
patterns and colours you will love. We also expand
this technique into a range of products for your home
or to wear. Each Basha kantha item is an heirloom in
addition to being practical and useful. Kantha makes
a perfect gift, but you’ll definitely want something for
yourself as well.
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Traditional cotton
kantha range
Cozy comfort on a cold day. A glimpse at traditions
of another land. Beautiful and practical. Every Basha
kantha is unique and comes in a range of colours,
sizes and textiles to best suit you.
Material: Vintage cotton
Product code: Small: KSMC, 100 x 100 cm*
Standard: KSTC, 100 x 200 cm*
Double: KDBC, 200 x 200 cm*
Queen size: KQUC, 240 x 240 cm*
King size: KKIC, 240 x 265 cm*
Care: A gentle wash and line drying are recommended
to maintain the vibrant colour and texture of your cotton
kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha
bedspreads
in vintage cotton, natural
cotton or repurposed luxe
Three complementary saris are carefully pieced in strips,
backed with plain cotton and stitched in the traditional
kantha technique, for a one-of-a-kind bedspread cover.
Also available in indigo.
Material: Vintage cotton, natural cotton or repurposed luxe
Vintage cotton: Queen size: KQUC, 240 x 240 cm*
King size: KKIC, 240 x 265 cm*
Natural cotton: Queen size: KQUN, 240 x 240 cm*
King size: KKIN, 240 x 265 cm*
Repurposed luxe: Standard: KSTL, 100 x 200 cm*
Double: KDBL, 200 x 200 cm*
Queen size: KQUL, 240 x 240 cm*
King size: KKIL, 240 x 265 cm*
Care: A gentle wash and line drying are recommended
to maintain the vibrant colour and texture of your cotton kantha
product. Dry cleaning is recommended for your luxe products.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Repurposed
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The term ‘repurposed’ in Basha’s dictionary means
they are factory outlet seconds, not used, but given a
second chance. There may be some patches to cover
flaws in cloth.
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Bengali artisans have preserved the
natural dyeing techniques and we are
proud to offer you a product steeped
with rich history. The rich blue shades
complemented with the subtle
variability of the natural indigo dye is
an environmentally friendly alternative
to the more common synthetic dyes.

Indigo-dyed
cotton kantha
range

Indigo-dyed
kantha cushions
New saris are dyed in natural indigo and hand-sewn
with rows of stitching front and back. The back has an
envelope‑style opening. Mix and match striking colours.

New cotton saris are dyed in natural indigo for a rich,
deep blue kantha throw blanket. It’s the same Basha
kantha, stitched beautifully in white.

Material: New cotton sari cloth dyed in natural indigo
Product code: KCUIN40: Kantha cushion, 40 cm square*
KCUIN46: Kantha cushion, 46 cm square*
KSHIN: Kantha sham, 50 x 66 cm*

Material: New cotton sari cloth dyed in natural indigo
Product code: Small: KSMIN, 100 x 100 cm*
Standard: KSTIN, 100 x 200 cm*
Double: KDBIN, 200 x 200 cm*
Queen size bedspread: KQUIN, 240 x 240 cm*
King size bedspread: KKIIN, 240 x 265 cm*

Care: A gentle wash and line drying are recommended
to maintain the vibrant colour and texture of your cotton
kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha cushions
Basha cotton cushions are hand-sewn with fine, narrow
rows of stitching and backed with handwoven cotton
with an envelope-style opening. Mix and match striking
colours. Also available in repurposed luxe fabric.
Material: Cotton
Product code: Small: KCUC40, 40 cm square*
Large: KCUC46, 46 cm square*
Sham: KSHN, 50 x 66 cm*
Care: A gentle wash and line drying are recommended
to maintain the vibrant colour and texture of your cotton
kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Luxe kantha
range
Bengali women have a collection of luxurious saris for
special occasions, ranging from weddings to birthdays
to family celebrations. Basha repurposed luxe saris are
made from factory seconds: luxurious cloth woven with
golden threads and ornate borders, capturing memories
of the rich social traditions and celebrations of Bengal.
Material: Repurposed luxe sari
Product code: Bed runner: KBRL, 46 x 230 cm*
Standard kantha: KSTL, 100 x 200 cm*
Double kantha: KDBL, 200 x 200 cm*
Queen size bedspread: KQUL, 240 x 240 cm*
King size bedspread: KKIL, 240 x 265 cm*
Care: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Luxe kantha
cushions
Rich Bengali saris are joined with careful hand‑stitching
to form Basha’s cushion covers. Pair these gorgeous
covers with a bed runner to complete the look.
Material: Repurposed luxe sari
Product code: Regular: KCUL40, 40 cm square*
Large: KCUL46, 46 cm square*
Care: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Mixed kantha
Get the best of both worlds: repurposed luxe
on one side, vibrant cotton on the opposite side.
Material: Vintage cotton and repurposed luxe
Product code: Standard: KSTM, 100 x 200 cm*
Double: KDBM, 200 x 200 cm*
Care: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Natural kantha
range
For the minimalist colour palette, Basha kantha is
available in unbleached cotton. Stitching is sharp and
bold and each piece carefully edged by hand with a
blanket stitch. Available in primary colours or blues
(other colours can be requested).
Material: Unbleached cotton
Product code:
KSMN, Small throw blanket, 100 x 100 cm*
KSTN, Standard throw blanket, 100 x 200 cm*
KTWN, Twin size bedspread, 160 x 220 cm*
KDBN, Double size bedspread, 200 x 200 cm*
KQUN, Queen size bedspread, 240 x 240 cm*
KKUN, King size bedspread, 240 x 265 cm*
Care: A gentle hand wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Natural kantha
cushions
Natural cushions and shams are stitched in primary
colours or blues, with blanket stitch edging.
Material: Unbleached cotton
Product code:
KCUN40: Kantha cushion, 40 cm square*
KCUN46: Kantha cushion, 46 cm square*
KSHN: Kantha sham, 50 x 66 cm*
KKSN: Kantha king size sham, 51 x 91 cm*
Care: A gentle hand wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Natural kantha,
two layer
This simple sweet blanket is made from two layers of soft
natural cotton and comes in a range of colours. Available
in primary colours, contrasting greys and yellow, tonal
pinks, blue hues, tonal purples and green hues.
Material: Unbleached cotton
Product code:
KSMN2L: Small natural two layer blanket, 100 cm x 100 cm*
Care: A gentle hand wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
Note: Please ensure you do any testing required in your region to market products as
suitable for infants.
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Chunky knit
throw blankets
in vintage cotton
Strips of vintage sari cloth are knitted loosely on a
wooden peg loom, creating colour and texture to
complete your decor in a unique and stylish way.
Throw one of these beautiful pieces over a bed or chair.
Colour choices: Oceans (Blues), Nature (Greens), Tropical
(Pinks/Purples) and Neutral (Blacks/Browns/Beige)
Material: Vintage cotton
Product code: Small: CSMC, 77 x 154 cm*
Medium: CMEC, 137 x 154 cm*
Large: CLAC, 158 x 204 cm*
Care: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Chunky knit
cushions
in vintage cotton
Strips of vintage sari cloth are loosely knitted creating
textures and colours that are each unique. Backed with
handwoven cotton in envelope style.
Colour choices: Oceans (Blues), Nature (Greens), Tropical
(Pinks/Purples) and Neutral (Blacks/Browns/Beige)
Material: Vintage cotton
Product code: Medium: CCUC46, 46 cm square*
Large: CCUC56, 56 cm square*
Care: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Product story
The idea for chunky knit came from wanting to
combine the oversized knit trend with the vibrancy of
saris. At the same time, we found that some women,
recovering from years of trauma, were finding hand
sewing too meticulous.
Basha’s chunky knit seemed like the perfect mix of a
striking textile and an opportunity to create more jobs
for women with diverse skill sets.
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Kantha / burlap
baskets
These fun baskets are hand-made from burlap coffee or
rice sacks, and lined with colourful kantha cloth. Fill them
with plants, towels, toys... anything you can think of.
Material: Cotton kantha / burlap
Sizes:
Small square: CBSS, 12 cm base, 10 cm height (with 3 cm cuff)
Medium square: CBSM, 18 cm base, 18 cm height (with 3.5 cm cuff)
Large square: CBSL, 22 cm base, 18 cm height (with 4 cm cuff)
Extra large square: CBSXL, 56 cm base, 39 cm height (with 4 cm cuff)
Round: CBRL, 20 cm diameter, 25 cm height (with 3 cm cuff)
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth if needed.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha
table runners

Kantha placemats
& napkins

Add a spectacular ribbon of colour to your table using
one of Basha’s table runners. Available in vintage
cotton or repurposed luxe. Coordinating placemats
and napkins also available.

Coordinating colours of new sari cloth are stitched
together in straight even rows to brighten your table.

Product code:
KTRC, vintage cotton
KTRL, repurposed luxe
KTRCIN, indigo-dyed new cotton
Size: 30 x 200 cm
Care: A gentle wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended to maintain the vibrant colour and texture
of your cotton kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Product code:
KPMC, regular stitched placemat, 33 x 45 cm
KPMCS, small stitched placemat, 33 x 45 cm
KNAC, napkin, 50 x 50 cm
KPMCIN, regular stitched indigo-dyed placemat, 33 x 45 cm
KPMCINS, small stitched indigo-dyed placemat, 33 x 45 cm
KNAIN, indigo-dyed napkin, 50 x 50 cm

Complete
dinner sets
Buy a coordinated set, with four napkins, four
placemats and one table runner.

Care: A gentle wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended to maintain the vibrant colour and texture
of your cotton kantha product.

Product code:
KDSC4, vintage cotton dinner set
KDSC4IN, indigo-dyed cotton dinner set

*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Care: A gentle wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended to maintain the vibrant colour and texture
of your cotton kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Accessories

Large kantha
scarves / shawls
in vintage cotton, new
cotton or indigo-dyed cotton
A large, cheerful scarf, a light summer shawl, Basha’s
new blanket scarf is versatile and stylish for any season.
Product code: KBSC, vintage cotton,
KBSN, new cotton
KBSIN, natural indigo-dyed cotton
Size: 71 x 198 cm
Care: A gentle wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended to maintain the vibrant colour and texture
of your cotton kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Kantha scarves
in vintage cotton, luxe
or mixed
As the saris of Bengali women brighten the streets of
Bangladesh, brighten your outfit on a chilly day with a
beautiful recycled sari scarf.
Product code: KSCC, vintage cotton
KSCL, repurposed luxe
KSCM, mixed: vintage cotton on one side
with repurposed luxe contrast
Size: 30 x 200 cm
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha scarf in
repurposed luxe
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Chunky knit
infinity scarves
Bundle up for winter with our new chunky knit infinity
scarf, made from soft vintage cotton.
Material: Vintage cotton
Product code: CISC
Colour choices: Oceans (Blues), Nature (Greens), Tropical
(Pinks/Purples) and Neutral (Blacks/Browns/Beige)
Size: 30 x 139 cm loop
Care: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha bow ties
Add a splash of charm to your outfit on special
occasions with one of these unique bow ties, available
in vintage, new cotton or silk patterned fabric.
Beautifully boxed to make a great gift.
Product code: KBTCV, vintage cotton
KBTCN, new cotton
KBTL, silk
Size: Fits 13 –18”
Care: Gentle wash and line drying recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Reversible
kantha belts
Our kantha belts are made from new sari cloth, and
reversible so you have two belts in one.
Material: New cotton
Product Code: KBECN
Size: 100 cm x 5 cm
Care: Spot clean
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha stitched
hair wraps
These kantha hair wraps are the perfect answer to
bad hair days or when you just want to look great.
Material: Vintage cotton
Product code: KHWC
Size: 116 cm x 6 cm
Care: Gentle wash and line drying recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha tote bags
After many requests, we have our first bag! This simple
tote is perfect for carrying books, a computer, water
bottles... everything you need for your day. They are
made from colourful vintage kantha cloth and lined
with twill. Straps are leather with rivets for strength.
Material: Vintage cotton
Product code: KTBM
Size: width 34 cm, height 37 cm, straps length 33 cm
Care: A gentle wash and line drying or dry cleaning are
recommended to maintain the vibrant colour and texture
of your cotton kantha product.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha cloth
The opportunities are endless now that Basha sells
kantha cloth. Make your own products from kantha
yardage available in different thicknesses and lengths.
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Product
Code

Description

Fabric

Size (cm)

KC2Y2L

2 Yard Length of
Vintage Cotton
Kantha (2 Layered)

Vintage
Cotton

91 x 182 cm

KC4Y2L

4 Yard Length of
Vintage Cotton
Kantha (2 Layered)

Vintage
Cotton

91 x 365 cm

KN2Y2L

2 Yard Length of
Natural Cotton
Kantha (2 Layered)

Natural
Cotton

91 x 182 cm

KN4Y2L

4 Yard Length of
Natural Cotton
Kantha (2 Layered)

Natural
Cotton

91 x 365 cm

KCN2Y2L 2 Yard Length of
New Cotton Kantha
(2 Layered)

New
Cotton

91 x 182 cm

KCN4Y2L 4 Yard Length of
New Cotton Kantha
(2 Layered)

New
Cotton

91 x 365 cm

KIN2Y2L

2 Yard Length of
Natural Indigo-Dyed
Kantha (2 Layered)

New
Cotton
& Indigo

91 x 182 cm

KIN4Y2L

4 Yard Length of
Natural Indigo-Dyed
Kantha (2 Layered)

New
Cotton
& Indigo

91 x 365 cm
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Jewellery

Geometric
stud earrings
Layered copper and brass soldered stud earrings,
perfect to go with layered triangle lasso necklace.
Material: Brass and copper
Product code: ELTBC
Size: diameter 1.5 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.

Geometric
lasso bracelet
Brass and copper triangle hangs on a handmade
chain with unique lasso feature.
Material: Brass and copper
Product code: BTLBC
Size: length 20 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.

Geometric
lasso necklace
Brass and copper triangle hangs on a handmade
chain with unique lasso feature.
Material: Brass and copper
Product code: NTLBC
Size: length 66.5 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
50
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Circular sari
frame earrings
Brass circles provide a delicate frame for bold
sari patterns.
Material: Brass
Product code: ESVBF
Size: length 5.5 cm
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Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar in
a small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to 5 minutes, rinse
and pat dry.
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Triangle fringe
necklace
Basha’s brass fringe necklace with a copper triangle
pendant and a handmade brass chain.
Material: Brass and copper
Product code: NTFBC
Size: chain length 60 cm, pendant 6 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.

Triangle fringe
earrings
Brass fringing hangs casually on a triangular frame
on these easy-to-wear earrings.
Material: Brass
Product code: ETFBO
Size: length 6.5 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
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Hammered circle
stud earrings
A simple and elegant stud design crafted from
hand‑punched circles with hammered texture.
Material: Brass
Product code: EHCBO
Size: diameter 1.25 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
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Semi circle
cut‑out necklace
This half circle brass pendant with a dramatic
geometric cut‑out hangs on a brass chain.
Material: Brass
Product code: NSCBO
Size: length 62 cm, pendant 2.2 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.

Semi circle
bar bracelet
Hammered copper arc with handmade brass chain.
Material: Copper and brass
Product code: BCBCB
Size: 20 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
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Hammered
fringe earrings
Hammered brass and copper fringe earrings.
Material: Brass and copper
Product code: EHFBC
Size: length 6 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.

Hammered
fringe necklace
Hammered fringe hangs on Basha’s classic
handmade brass and copper chain.
Material: Brass and copper
Product code: NHFBO
Size: chain length 48 cm, pendant 4 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
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Layered coil
collection
necklace, bracelet & earrings
Layered copper coils are combined with hammered
circles to form this versatile collection. Dress up a
simple t-shirt for relaxed day or pair with evening wear
for a polished look.
Removable links allow you to adjust the size.
Material: Copper
Product code: Necklace NCOCO, length 50 cm
Bracelet BCOCO, length 20 cm
Earrings ECOCO, length 8 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
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Chevron collection
necklace, bracelet & earrings
Your perfect statement piece for the season, this
necklace features hand-sawn and textured brass and
silver chevron-shaped panels with a handcrafted chain
and clasp. Chevron bracelet and earrings also available.
Silver & brass:

Necklace NCVBS, length 72 cm
(pendant height 6 cm)
Bracelet BCVBS, length 18.5 cm
Earrings ECVBS, length 7 cm

Copper & brass: Necklace NCVBC, length 72 cm
(pendant height 6 cm)
Bracelet BCVBC, length 18.5 cm
Earrings ECVBC, length 7 cm
Care: Clean the silver using soapy water and the brass using
lemon juice. Soak for up to 5 minutes, rinse and pat dry.
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Braided sari
collection
necklace & bracelet
Vintage sari strips are braided together, giving each
necklace or bracelet a unique combination of colours
and patterning. This colourful piece features three
braided strands with handmade hammered S-chain.
Available in neutral, pastel or urban colour ranges.
Material: Copper, recycled sari
Product code: Necklace NBRCO, length 51 cm
Bracelet BBRCO, length 20 cm
Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to 5 minutes,
rinse and pat dry.
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Deco earrings
These art deco inspired pendant earrings in silver and
copper feature handmade silk tassels made out of
threads taken from reclaimed saris. The combination
of silver and copper with a splash of colour creates a
bold, urban look.
Material: Silver, copper, reclaimed sari thread
Product code: EDESC
Size: length 9.5 cm
Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to 5 minutes,
rinse and pat dry.

Deco pendant
Art deco inspired brass pendant hung on a colourful
braided chain made from sari silk and metallic thread.
Material: Brass, reclaimed sari thread, metallic thread
Product code: NDEBO
Size: length 54 cm, pendant 6 cm
Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to 5 minutes,
rinse and pat dry.
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Long heart
earrings
Delicately swinging hammered silver and brass hearts
on a fine chain with silver earring hooks.
Material: Silver and brass
Product code: ELHSB
Size: length 8 cm
Care: Clean the silver in this piece using soapy water, and
brass/copper using lemon juice. Soak for up to 5 minutes,
rinse and gently pat dry.

Heart collection
necklace & earrings
Basha’s distinctive hammered silver heart on a braided
silver and copper thread, finished with a silver hook
clasp. This is a simple and elegant fashion staple.
Silver heart earrings also available.
Material: Silver, metallic thread. Also available in brass.
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Three-colour
heart bracelet
This mixed-metal bracelet is a Basha classic.
Fine hammered chain in silver, copper and brass is
interlinked with brass hearts and finished with a silver
and brass clasp.

Silver: Necklace NHEST, length 44 cm (pendant height 1.5 cm)
Earrings EHESO, length 3 cm

Material: Silver and brass

Brass: Necklace NHEBT, length 44 cm (pendant height 1.5 cm)
Earrings EHEBO, length 3 cm

Size: length 19.5 cm

Care: Gently clean with warm soapy water. Rinse and gently
pat dry.

Product code: BHE3C
Care: Clean the silver in this piece using soapy water, and
brass/copper using lemon juice. Soak for up to 5 minutes,
rinse and gently pat dry.
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Layered chain
necklace
This delicate necklace features a hammered metal
chain interlinked with smaller s-links, combined with
braided metallic thread and finished with a hook clasp.
Add a touch of glamour to any outfit.
Material: brass or copper and silver, metallic thread
Product code: NLCBT, brass, gold and copper thread
NLCSC, copper and silver, metallic thread
Size: length 46 cm
Care: Clean the silver in this piece using soapy water, and
brass/copper using lemon juice. Soak for up to 5 minutes,
rinse and gently pat dry.
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Swirl pendant
This simple and understated piece features a
hammered brass swirl pendant on woven gold and
copper thread, finished with a brass hook clasp.
Material: Brass, metallic thread
Product code: NSPST
Size: length 42 cm, pendant height 1.5 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to five minutes, rinse and
gently pat dry.

Squiggle
earrings
These unique hammered brass earrings make the
perfect addition to any outfit.
Material: Brass
Product code: ESQBO
Size: length 3.5 cm
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Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to five minutes, rinse and
gently pat dry.
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Half & half
swing pendant
Fine hammered silver and copper chain is finished
with a copper and silver swing pendant. Made with
care by our talented artisans.
Material: Silver and copper
Product code: NSWSC
Size: length 52 cm, pendant length 12.5 cm
Care: Clean the silver in this piece using soapy water, and
copper using lemon juice. Soak for up to 5 minutes, rinse
and gently pat dry.
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Sari silk chain
necklace
This delicate and distinctive piece features a fine,
hammered brass or silver chain woven through with
plaited threads from reclaimed saris.
Material: Brass or silver, reclaimed sari thread
Product code: NCHBS, brass, reclaimed sari thread
NCHSS, silver, reclaimed sari thread
Size: length 52 cm
Care: Soak in lemon juice for up to five minutes, rinse and
gently pat dry.
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Sari leaf
earrings
Repurposed sari cloth is combined with handcrafted
copper or brass leaves for a fun and pretty look.
Material: Copper or brass, recycled sari
Product code: ESLCO, copper, recycled sari
ESLBO, brass, recycled sari
Size: length 7.5 cm
Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in a small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to five minutes,
rinse and gently pat dry.
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Product story
In Bangladesh, skilled jewellery making and
metal‑working is seen as a man’s job. By training
women in this skill, we hope to increase employees’
confidence and their standing in the local community.
It takes around three months for our artisans to be
trained in the skills they need to make Basha jewellery.
Once qualified the artisan meticulously handcrafts
all component parts, cutting, drilling hammering
and hand‑shaping metal, or hand‑weaving textile
elements, and then carefully assembles them to form
the finished piece.
This process can take anything from thirty minutes to
four hours depending upon the complexity and size
of the design. Jewellery materials are sourced locally
whenever possible and textile detailing is often made
with remnants using recycled or repurposed sari cloth.
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Seasonal
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Kantha Christmas
stockings
in vintage cotton, natural
cotton or repurposed luxe
Add a touch of magic to a child’s bedroom or bring a
pop of colour to your mantelpiece during the holiday
season. Our small stockings are a great option for
smaller people or smaller gifts.
Product code: KCSO, vintage cotton, regular
KCSL, repurposed luxe, regular
KCSN, natural cotton with sari accent, regular
KSTCS, vintage cotton, small
Size: Regular: 54 x 25 cm
Small: 33 x 19 cm
Care: Cotton: Gentle wash and line drying are recommended.
Luxe: Dry cleaning recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha
Christmas Tree
skirts
Colourful saris pieced together to add a special touch
to your Christmas tree. Also available in natural cotton.
Product code: KTSC, vintage sari, backed with natural cotton
KTSN, natural cotton
Size: diameter 120 cm
Care: A gentle hand wash and line drying are recommended.
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Woven sari
wreaths
in repurposed luxe
A luxurious twist on Basha’s beautiful woven sari
wreaths, for an extra special Christmas. Strips of luxe
sari fabric are used to add shine to your mantlepiece
this festive season.
Material: Repurposed luxe with brass star
Product code:
Shades of gold: WWLG
Shades of red: WWLR
Icy winter colours (blues, silver and mauves): WWLI
Peacock (deep teals, blues, pinks, reds): WWLP
Size: height (inc. bow) 50 cm, width 33 cm
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Woven sari
wreaths
in vintage cotton
Welcome Christmas guests through your front door
with Basha’s beautiful woven sari wreaths. Vintage
cotton sari strips are braided together and finished
with a sari bow and handcrafted brass star.
Material: Vintage cotton with brass star
Product code: Traditional colours, green, red & white: WWCT
Shades of green: WWCE
Shades of blue, navy & red: WWCB
Size: height (including bow) 50 cm, width 33 cm
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Embroidered
bauble ornaments
Each ornament is sawn by hand and polished until it
shines. A design is added by drilling small holes which
are then embroidered carefully with coloured thread.
Material: Brass or copper with cotton polyester thread
Product code: OBAB (brass), OBAC (copper)
Size: height 8.5 cm (excluding hanger)
Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in a small bowl of warm water. Soak, rinse and pat dry.

Embroidered
star ornaments
These hand crafted, embroidered metal star ornaments
will complete your Basha collection this festive season.
Material: Brass or copper with cotton polyester thread
Product code: OSTB (brass), OSTC (copper)
Size: height 7 cm (excluding hanger)
Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in a small bowl of warm water. Soak, rinse and pat dry.
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Embroidered
bell ornaments

Embroidered
dove ornaments

Ring in the holiday with Basha’s metal bell ornaments,
hand embroidered with a snow flake design. Buy the
complete collection of four ornaments for a special gift.

Bring your tree to life with this lovely handcrafted brass
or copper peace dove, featuring a festive hand-stitched
design. Mix and match with coordinating ornaments.

Material: Brass or copper with cotton polyester thread

Material: Brass or copper with cotton polyester thread

Product code: OBEB (brass), OBEC (copper)

Product code: OPDB (brass/thread), OPDC (copper/thread)

Size: height 6.5 cm (excluding hanger)

Size: height 8 cm, length 9.5 cm (excluding hanger)

Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in a small bowl of warm water. Soak, rinse and pat dry.

Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in a small bowl of warm water. Soak, rinse and pat dry.
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Kantha Christmas
Tree ornaments
in vintage cotton, repurposed luxe,
indigo-dyed cotton or natural cotton
Sari fabrics are stitched in the traditional kantha
style with embroidered edging and transformed into
these beautiful tree ornaments. Perfect to spruce up
Christmas trees or for decorating around your home.
Product code: OKTC, colourful cotton with kantha stitch
and blanket stitch edging.
OKTF, repurposed luxe cloth with kantha
stitch and metallic thread edging.
OKTIN, indigo-dyed cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
OKTN, natural cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
Size: length 12 cm (excluding hanger)
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Kantha Christmas
heart ornaments
in vintage cotton, repurposed luxe,
indigo-dyed cotton or natural cotton
Product code: OHEC, colourful cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
OHEL, repurposed luxe cloth with kantha
stitch and metallic thread edging.
OHEIN, indigo-dyed cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
OHEN, natural cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
Size: length 6.5 cm, width 8.5 cm (excluding hanger)
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Kantha Christmas
star ornaments
in vintage cotton, repurposed luxe,
indigo-dyed cotton or natural cotton
Product code: OSTC, colourful vintage cotton with kantha
stitch and cotton thread edging.
OSTL, repurposed-luxe cloth with kantha
stitch and metallic thread edging.
OSTIN, indigo-dyed cloth with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
OSTN, natural cloth with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
Size: length 7 cm (excluding hanger)
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece

Kantha Christmas
candy cane
ornaments
in vintage cotton, repurposed luxe,
indigo-dyed cotton or natural cotton
Product code: OCCC, colourful cotton with kantha stitch
and blanket stitch edging.
OCCL, repurposed luxe cloth with kantha
stitch and metallic thread edging.
OCCIN, indigo-dyed cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
OCCN, natural cotton with kantha stitch
and cotton thread edging.
Size: length 12 cm, width 2.2 cm (excluding hanger)
*Please note size may vary slightly from piece to piece
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Christmas Tree
collection
This fun Christmas tree pendant hangs on a colourful
braided chain made from braided red, green and
metallic thread. With matching Christmas tree earrings.
Material: Copper, coloured thread, metallic thread.
Product code:
Necklace: NSTCO, length 23.5 cm (pendant height 2 cm)
Earrings: ESTCO, length 3.7 cm
Care: Necklace: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white
vinegar in a small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to five
minutes, rinse and pat dry. Earrings: Soak in lemon juice for
up to five minutes, rinse and pat dry.

Heart ornaments
with sari yarn and beads
Give a little love this season with Basha’s recycled
vintage sari heart ornaments. A perfect gift or for just
for you – either way you’ll be helping our artisans build
better lives for themselves and their families.
Material: Brass, repurposed luxe sari fabric and beads
Product code: OHEB
Size: width 8 cm
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Care: Dissolve 2 tsp baking soda and 4 tsp white vinegar
in a small bowl of warm water. Soak for up to five minutes,
rinse and pat dry.
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Product story
Our Christmas collection combines our artisans’
metal-working and textile skills to bring Bengali life
and creativity to the holiday season.
Each piece is handcrafted from scratch using materials
sourced locally wherever possible.
As you celebrate with family and friends, you’ll know
that your Basha purchase has helped provide dignified
work to a woman in Bangladesh.
You can learn more about Basha’s skilled artisans at:
bashaboutique.com/artisan-stories
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The Basha story
House of Hope

Transformed
lives through
dignified work

In the Bengali language basha means ‘house’ and asha
means ‘hope’. Basha is the house of hope we’re building in
Bangladesh.
Basha opened its doors on 1 May 2011. That day, fourteen
women joined Basha’s Dhaka office ready to begin a new
life. Basha is growing each year and, seven years later
we have expanded to include five production centres. We
employ more than 130 women to produce Basha products.
We provide day care, educational support and snacks to
more than 130 children.
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We have our own rehabilitation programme in a renowned
brothel area. We are also beginning to provide support
and employment to women who were trafficked abroad
and, through a long legal ordeal, finally return to their home
country to try to find their way after years of trauma.

Our aim is eventually to be able to replicate Basha
rehabilitation and training centres and production sites
throughout Bangladesh, particularly targeting areas where
trafficking and exploitation is most rampant.
We are encouraged every day seeing women grow
in confidence and professionalism. Their estranged
relationships with extended relatives are often restored. They
dream bigger dreams for their children and for themselves.
Several have become leaders and supervisors within Basha.
It’s not easy to emerge from hardship to dream new
dreams, but at Basha’s ‘house of hope,’ it happens.
Read more about our story at bashaboutique.com
Partner with us through Friends of Basha to give women
and children a chance to thrive. Visit friendsofbasha.org

“ Now, I am working with
Basha and it is a safe place.
I have dignified work and I am
able to pay for my daughter’s
education fees. I am really
happy to work with Basha.”
– Hasi (textiles artisan)
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Artisan stories
Foria*

Rania*

Artisan: textiles

Artisan: textiles

My name is Foria. When I was three years old, my parents
divorced. I lived with my grandmother, but she had no
means to feed us. I ran away from my grandmother’s house
and lived in different centers for children. I sold candy in
buses and on the streets. I was always hungry. I met my
husband in the street. He is a disabled man and he did
not earn enough to support the family. Starvation never
went away. One day, I joined the Children’s Uplift Program,
Basha’s partner, and enrolled in CUP’s training program
for tailoring. After graduating, I joined Basha Enterprises
Ltd because of the good working environment. My child
is at the daycare center while I work. Now, I am no longer
hungry and I can tell anyone about my work without shame.

My name is Rania. When I was young, I asked my parents
many times if I can visit my two older sisters. After I had my
first period, my mother took me to where they live – a brothel
in the Jessore district. She left me there. Soon, my sisters
brought me to a house where men came to have sex with
me. Many people at the brothel abused and hurt me. Later,
I learned from my sisters that prostitution was my family’s
tradition. Many times, my sisters mentioned ligation, but I
told them that I would leave if they did that to me. I worked
as a prostitute for 25 years. I gave birth to two daughters
at the brothel, but I sent them away to my mother’s house
where my brother can take care of them. I only had one
dream – to marry a good man and to stay at a beautiful
place together with my children.

*Name has been changed

“ Through Pobitra (Basha’s
partner), I had the opportunity
to work at Basha Enterprises
Ltd. I love this work very much.
Here, I have my honor.
There is dignity in this work.”
– Swarna (textiles artisan)
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I had one particular client who visited me everyday. He liked me
very much, but he had a wife who was diagnosed with cancer.

Where the past
doesn’t define
our future

We both knew that we loved each other. One day, at midnight,
we slipped out of the brothel and went to Khulna, where he
rented a house for us. After three weeks, his brother visited
me at the house. The man’s brother abused and threatened
me, saying that if I didn’t return to the brothel, I would be
killed. So, I returned to the brothel. I was so upset about my
life that I started to take drugs and cigarettes. At the brothel, I
contacted my two daughters from time to time, but they knew
what I was doing and didn’t want anything to do with me.
Last year, Basha opened an office at Jessore, and I had
the opportunity to work there. When my daughters heard
that I worked at Basha, they visited me at the office. They
are now proud of me and I have a relationship with them.
I am 60 years old and I am happy to work with my hands
and support my daughters. I am thankful that at the Basha
office, everyone loves me.
*Name has been changed
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Contact us
Mirpur, Dhaka, Bangladesh
info@bashaboutique.com
bashaboutique.com
Twitter.com/bashaboutique
Facebook.com/bashaboutique
Pinterest.com/bashaboutique
Instagram.com/bashaboutique
Linkedin.com: Basha Enterprises
Google Plus: Basha Boutique

